Uniformation…

A Major Figure

“To Albion my Heart”
Flintloque and Slaughterloo

Major of the 45th Foot
Welcome to Alternative Armies free file for 54025 Major of the 45th Regiment
of Foot code for use in Flintloque and Slaughterloo. If you are interested in this
for your collection go to our website at www.alternative-armies.com and use the
search box with the code given. In this free resource you will game statistics for
Flintloque and also for Slaughterloo. Also additional character and uniform
details.

In this article we give you game statistics for Major ‘Frorc’ Cavandis
Listorc of the 45th Orcringham regiment of the line. This is only one of
the possible profiles for this very useful mounted and dismounted
officer in your collection. Changing the uniform facings he can become
an officer for any other line regiment or he could be an aide de camp or
personality. In green he could be of the 105th Rifles! The choice if yours.
Here are the rules for this character in Flintloque:
Major Cavandis Listorc
This character is an Albion Orc who is of Regular type and Experienced
level. He is armed with a sword and a mighty bicorne (though this is not
strictly a weapon!) and has the following special abilities. When in
command of a section of Orcs or Ratmen or Hob-Goblins as well as
Bog Orcs he adds +1 to the Discipline rating of every section member.
However despite the respect his troops have for him he is a bit of a rich
arse and this sometimes boils over in battle. Each turn when activated
the nearest friendly section member who is BEHIND the Major and in
line of sight must pass an immediate steady check. If they fail then that
character may take no action for the turn except for pulling faces and
make rude gestures aimed at Listorc. He rides a Heavy Horse. He costs
72 Points.
Here are the rules for this character in Slaughterloo:

CAVANDIS

AND THE

SNOTS

The forty fifth regiment returned from the expedition to the jungles of
Amerka a broken ruin. Its Orcs were despondent and clad in dirty rags
and feather after being disgraced at the battle for Beynt Ayres. In
Londinium the Orseguards was near to disbanding the regiment and
pacelling out its troops. Luckily a wealthy Orc who made his tin in the
lace mills of Notnum town came along. In return for commission as
Major he saved the regiment and got it sent to Al-Garvey.

MAJOR LISTORC
(AVERAGE) (GENERAL) (200 POINTS)
A rich and generally loved officer in the Army of Albion this commander
has a neat trick for when things go badly…a big bag of cash!
WHY DO YOU RUN? : As a rich and well loved officer Listorc may
elect, once per game, to automatically halt the routing of a single friendly
Unit within 45cm. Treat this as if the Unit had rallied on its own back
to being Disorganised. Note that unlike the normal rules this may be
done at the INSTANT of routing so that the Unit does not have to
spend one Turn routing.
Uniform: The Major is dressed in the uniform of a line officer of the
Army of Albion. Red tunic and white breeches along with a grey
greatcoat, black shoes and bicorne. Braid is gold and straps are white.
Alter facings to suit the regiment of choice such as green for the 45th Foot.

Though there are other officers over him in the 45th it often falls to
Major Listorc to make many decision for not only does his money
supply the Orcs but he turned out to be a very good officer too. The
regiment earned the nickname ‘Snotters Lads’ after the battles of Roarica
and Vilero where they did well but due to illness picked up in Amerka
their noses ran continually!
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